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The conflict is caused by miscomprehension between ethnic group, local government policy which do not regard people aspiration, so that led to conflict either vertical or horizontal moreover the conflict is caused by discordance between the political elite which bring out ethnical arrogance in Lampung province and potentially it threat toward safety and order state and society, one of the example is Balinuraga village in South Lampung. Problem of thesis is how local government South Lampung role in preventing social conflict at Balinuraga Village are South Lampung which includes the factors causes conflict happened, policy and obstacles related on social conflict at Balinuraga Villagers.

This research uses descriptive research by qualitative approach, which is aimed to describe systematically, factual, and accurate related on social phenomenon, which is meant to describe facts and data specifically.

The result of research and discussions show that local government efforts to solve conflict by establishing team of conflict completion which includes from local governance which is represented by regent, ethnical leaders, religion from each member of conflict. According to background above, the effort in solving the conflict is mediation. The obstacles which are faced of South Lampung government are; legislation law, the role of law enforcement
officers, society factors including environment where the applicable law is and cultural factors.
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